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A.I.

Professional Services
Including implementa�on,
technical support, project
management, technical
training and consulta�on.

Cloud Networking Solutions
Founded to be the pioneer and deliver
software driven cloud networking solutions
for large datacenter storage and computing
environments.

IoT Security
The first agentless, enterprise-class security
platform to address the new threat
landscape of unmanaged and IoT devices,
discover every managed, unmanaged, and
IoT device on and off of your network,
analyze device behavior to identify risks or
attacks and protect your critical business
information and systems.

An integrated cloud-based infrastructure as
a service (IaaS) and software as a service
(SaaS)

Infrastructure Automation for Multi-cloud
Environments

Unified Security Posture Management Platform

Hybrid Cloud Data Management

Skybox is the only platform that collectively
visualizes and analyzes hybrid and multi-cloud
networks, providing full context and
understanding of the attack surface.

NetApp is the data authority for hybrid cloud,
provides a full range of hybrid cloud data
services that simplify management of
applications and data across cloud and
on-premises environments to accelerate
digital transformation.

HashiCorp was set up with the goal for
revolutionizing data center management:
application development, delivery, and
maintenance, pioneered the creation and use
of cloud infrastructure automation. It provides
consistent workflows to provision, secure,
connect, and run any infrastructure for any
application.

Automation Anywhere empowers people
whose ideas, thought and focus make the
companies they work for great; deliver a
sophisticated Intelligent Digital Workforce
platform of digital workers, making work
more humane by automating business
processes and liberating people.

An Enterprise Immune System technology (EIS)
which detects unknown threats in real time using
advanced machine learning and mathematics
developed at the University of Cambridge to
analyze every device, user and network.

Uses value stream management as its cornerstone,
combines innovative technologies in agile planning,
application protection, software delivery, and
artificial intelligence into a unified Value Stream
Platform. Makes it possible to connect software
development and delivery efforts to strategic
business outcomes and create secure digital
experiences customers trust.

Multi-Cloud Security and Application Delivery
Cyber Security Solutions
Protects customers from 5th generation
cyber-attacks, defends enterprises’ cloud,
network and mobile device held information.

Tableau offers a revolutionary new approach to
business intelligence, you are able to quickly
connect, visualize, and share data with a seamless
experience from the PC to the iPad. Create and
publish dashboards and share them with
colleagues, partners, or customers with no
programming skills required.

A Leading Player in the Backup and
Disaster Recovery Market
Vembu BDR Suite is a comprehensive backup and
disaster recovery solution designed to protect the
data across diverse IT environments that include
virtual (VMware, Hyper-V), physical (Windows,
Linux, Mac), cloud workloads (AWS, Azure) and
SaaS applications (Office 365, G Suite).

Network Behavior Analysis

Robotic Process Automation (RPA)

Laiye is a leading robotic process automation
(RPA) and artificial intelligence (AI) provider,
their integrated suite of AI-powered RPA,
intelligent document processing (IDP) platform,
and Chatbot solutions help businesses and
people realise their full potential by optimizing
the human-machine collaboration.

Application Security
Digital Skills Training and Solutions
ThriveDX SaaS, formerly known as Cybint
Solutions, is the software as a service arm
of ThriveDX, the global education company
committed to transforming lives through
digital skills training and solutions. ThriveDX
SaaS partners with organizations and
educational institutions to offer a diverse set
of learning and security solutions, including
career-accelerated bootcamps and security
training for enterprises.

Intelligent Value Stream Management Platform
Robotic Process Automation (RPA)

Visual Analytics Platform

Powers applications from development through
their entire life cycle, across any multi-cloud
environment, enable enterprises to deliver
differentiated, high-performing, and secure digital
experiences.

Integrated Security Awareness
Training and Simulated Phishing Platform

KnowBe4 is the world’s largest security
awareness training and simulated phishing
platform that helps company manage the
ongoing problem of social engineering.
Company can get on-demand, interactive,
engaging training through the browser combined
with unlimited simulated social engineering
attacks through email, phone and text. It gives
users access to the world’s largest security
awareness training library with always-fresh
content.

Enterprise Container Platform
Mirantis helps organizations ship code faster
on public and private clouds. With Lens and
Docker Enterprise Container Cloud, Mirantis
empowers a new breed of Kubernetes
developers by removing infrastructure and
operations complexity and providing one
cohesive cloud experience for complete app
and devops portability, a single pane of glass,
and automated full-stack lifecycle management
with continuous updates.

Technologies of Intelligent,
Human-machine Interfaces

The World’s Fastest Distributed SQL
Database for Data-intensive Applications

SingleStore is the ideal all-in-one database for
operational analytics and AI/ML-powered
applications that requires fast data ingest,
high performance queries and elastic scaling
with familiar relational SQL.

WiFi Products Provider
TP-Link is a global provider of reliable networking
devices and accessories, covering wireless routers
and adapters, broadband access, powerline
networking, range extender, SMB networking,
4G/3G WiFi, outdoor WiFi, and IP camera.

Delivers application security solutions and services
today’s software-driven world requires. Veracode’s
unified platform assesses and improves the security
of applications from inception through production so
that businesses can confidently innovate with the
web and mobile applications they build, buy and
assemble as well as the components they integrate
into their environments.

